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We studied formulas of elementary number theory resulting from formulas of Presburger 
arithmetic PrA (additive lementary theory of integers with order) by substituting for some 
variables, polynomials and integer values of rational functions ina single new variable y,and 
quantifying over y. We show that he extension ALA (almost linear arithmetic) ofPrA obtained 
in this way, has essentially the same upper and lower complexity bounds as the original theory. 
The same applies to the fragments of ALA obtained by restricting the number or type of 
quantifiers informulas. We also show new upper complexity bounds for quantifier limination 
in PrA and its fragments. The results form a common extension ofknown complexity bounds 
for PrA and for the existential most linear problems studied by Gurari & lbarra. The method 
is applicable also to other extensions ofPrA without order, related to the famous bounds for 
binary forms of A. Baker. 
1. Introduction 
The elementary theory of integers with addition and order is of fundamental importance 
in theoretical computer science. Accordingly, algorithmic problems - -  in particular the 
decision problem m for this theory have received a great deal of attention, starting with 
the fundamental result of Presburger (1929). A long series of papers by Cooper (1972), 
Oppen (1973), Ferrante & Rackoff (1975, 1979), von zur Gathen & Sieveking (1978), 
Berman (1977, 1980), Fuerer (1982), Scarpellini (1984), Graedel (1987) has produced 
upper complexity bounds for Presburger arithmetic PrA and its fragments of bounded 
quantifier complexity. (Compare also Shostak (1977) for a partial decision method.) The 
famous result of  Fischer & Rabin (1974) started a corresponding sequence of papers by 
Berman (1977, 1980), Fuerer (1982), Scarpellini (1984), Graedel (1987) on lower bounds. 
By the negative solution to Hilbert's 10. problem, most extensions of PrA turn out to 
be undecidable, even if only existential problems are considered. This is the case, for 
example, if one admits arbitrary quadratic equations (comp. Gurari & Ibarra, 1979). If 
the order relation is replaced by the divisibility relation, then diophantine problems are 
still decidable, but problems with at least wo quantifier-blocks are undecidable; moreover, 
even diophantine problems become undecidable, once quadratic polynomials are admitted 
(see Lipshitz, 1978). So it is rather surprising that Gurari & Ibarra (1979) were able to 
show that a large class of (existential) non-linear diphantine problems (not involving 
order and divisibility) can be solved in NP. 
In this paper, we consider a similar extension of arbitrary sentences of PrA by admitting 
rational functions in one additional variable. To be more specific, an almost linear formula 
is obtained from a formula q~ of Presburger arithmetic by substituting expressions of the 
form 
p(y) + cl [p,(y)/ q~(y) J + ' ' "  + c,. [Pm(Y)/ qm(Y) ]
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with p, p~, q~ ~ Z[y],  c~ ~ Z, for certain free variables of ~p, and quantifying over the 
non-l inear variable y. The resulting theory ALA (almost linear arithmetic) is an extension 
of PrA and hence satisfies the same lower complexity bounds. 
The main purpose of this paper is to show that essentially all known upper complexity 
bounds for PrA and its fragments of bounded quantifier complexity are valid for ALA 
as well. Since the known upper and lower complexity bounds for PrA and many of its 
fragments are tight, the same applies to ALA. 
In contrast o earlier studies of PrA that are based on effective Ehrenfeucht games (see 
Ferrante & Rackoff, 1979), we employ a fast quantifier elimination procedure for PrA. 
As a by-product, we get detailed upper complexity bounds for quantifier elimination in 
PrA. We also indicate how to obtain upper complexity bounds for a similar extension of 
additive arithmetic without order by binary irreducible forms, using the famous results 
of Baker (1968). 
Section 2 provides a fast quantifier elimination method and upper complexity results 
for PrA refining the known results. Section 3 treats the case of a single non-linear variable, 
and section 4 combines both for a proof of  the main results. 
2. Fast Quantifier Elimination for Presburger Arithmetic 
We represent formulas of Presburger arithmetic as follows: terms are linear expressions 
no+ nix1 +" 9 9 + nkXk in variables x~ with integer coefficients n,. in binary. Atomic formulas 
are expressions of the form t r t' where t, t' are terms and r is one of the relations =, <, 
>, ----(m) (congruence modulo m). Formulas are obtained from atomic formulas by 
means of the propositional connectives ^, v, -7, and quantifications 3x, Vx over variables. 
A formula, in which every variable x is bound by corresponding quantifier 3x or Vx, is 
called a sentence. A formula q~ is quantifier-free (q.f.) if it contains no quantifier 3x, Vx. 
q~ is prenex if it is of the form Qlxt ...Qkxkq~, where each Q~ is a quantifier 3 or V and 
~o is q.f. A sequence 3x l . . .  3x,  or Vx~... Vx,, of quantifiers of  the same kind is called 
a quantifier-block; n is the length of the block. 
A quantifier elimination (q.e.) procedure for PrA is an algorithm assigning to any formula 
q~ a q.f. formula ~o' such that ~0 and ~0' are equivalent in Z. Since any formula q~ can be 
put into an equivalent prenex form in polynomial time, it suffices to define a q.e. procedure 
on prenex formulas. 
Our q.e. procedure refines the method developed by Cooper (1972), Oppen (1973), 
Ferrante & Rackoff (1975, 1979), Reddy & Loveland (1978) in the context of Ehrenfeucht 
games and provides new upper complexity bounds for quantifier elimination and more 
specific complexity bounds for the decision problem. The main results of this section can 
be stated as follows. 
THEORZM 2.1. There exists a q.e. procedure assigning to any prenex formula ~ an equivalent 
q.f. formula ~o'. I f  ~o has at most a quantifier-blocks each of length at most b, then the 
algorithm runs in time and space bounded by exp(c, length (~o )(4b )") for some positive constant 
c. (Here and in the following, exp(x)=2x.) 
For the statement of the following theorem, it will be convenient to introduce bounded 
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Similarly, (Yx, length(x)-< M)(tp(x)) will stand for the finite conjunction 
A ~,(k). 
k~Z,Ikl<exp(M-l) 
T~EOREM 2.2. Let ~ be a prenex sentence with at most a quantifier-blocks each of length 
at most b. For a constant e, let ~'c, be the sentence resulting from ~ by replacing each 
quantifier 3x, Vx in ~o by a corresponding bounded quantifier 
(3x, length(x) <- ( c . length( ~p )t3b~o) 
and 
(Vx, length(x) <- (c. length(~)t3b~~ 
respectively. Then there exists a positive constant c such that 9" is equivalent to ~o. 
Recall the definition of the complexity class STA(* , - , - )  in Berman (1980): 
STA(*, f(n) ,  g(n)) is the class of all sets accepted by an alternating Turing machine 
running in time f (n)  which may make only g(n) alternations of universal and existential 
states, where n is the length of the input. STA(*,f(n),  g(n)) is a subclass of the class 
SPACE(f (n) )  of all sets accepted by a deterministic Turing machine in space f (n ) .  
Then the following is an immediate consequence ofTheorem 2.2 and the characterization 
of STA(*,f(n),  g(n)) in terms of bounded quantifiers (eomp. also Volger, 1983). 
COROLLARY 2.3 (Berman). The decision problem for sentences in PrA is in the class 
~J STA(*, 2 c', n), and hence in U SPACE(2C"). 
c~0 c>0 
COROLLARY 2.4 (Graedel). The decision problem for prenex sentences in PrA with a f ixed 
bound on the number of quantifiers and at most a quantifier-blocks beginning with a block 
of existential (universal) quantifiers is in the class ~.~ (li p) of the polynomial time hierarchy 
(see Stockmeyer, 1977). 
Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 will be proved by induction on the number of quantifiers in the 
formula 9. The most important step is the elimination of a single (existential) quantifier. 
Here one could use the quantifier elimination procedure implicit in Ferrante & Rackoff 
(1975). This would result in an enormous duplication of identical atomic formulas in the 
resulting quantifier-free formula. In the context of effective Ehrenfeucht games, considered 
in earlier papers, this if of no relevance. For quantifier elimination, however, the length 
of the output formula is of decisive importance. We avoid these unnecessary duplications 
by treating terms as "similar" that differ only in their variable-free part. 
We need the following definitions: Two terms t, t' are associated, t--  t', if all variables 
xi have the same coefficient in t and t'. (So t and t' differ at most in their "absolute 
term".) Two atomic formulas t r t' and s r's' are associated, if t ~ s, t' ~ s' and r = r'. In 
each set Set" atomic formulas one can select canonical representatives for the classes of 
associated formulas in S. For any formula 9, we let int(~) denote the maximal absolute 
value of an integer multiple of 1 occurring in some term in ~. 
Consider now a formula 3x~(x)  where ~ is q.f. We let S={n~xr~at: iE l}  be the set 
of all atomic subformulas of ~ containing x, where n~ are positive integers and a, are 
terms not containing x. Let J = {i E I: r~ ~{=, <, >}} and let K = I\J. I '=  {i ~ I: n~x ri ai 
is a canonical representative within S of a class of associated atomic subformulas of  g,}. 
J '  and K '  are defined similarly, m denotes a common multiple of all moduli  m~, i ~ K'.  
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LEMMA 2.5. Let 3xqt(x) be as described above, assume all n~ (i~ I )  are equal and put 
n = n~. Let ~b(j, k) result from ~b by replacing nx in ~b by a~+k. Then 3x~(x)  is equivalent 
in Z to 
V ~/ [~( j ,k )^aj+k=-O(n) ] ,  
j~J' - t~k~t  
where t = 2s + mn, s = int( r ). 
PgooF. We regard the a~ as fixed integers. Then the implication from right to left is 
obvious. To prove the converse, let c be an integer such that O(c) holds in Z, and assume 
without restriction that J = (1, . . . ,  q) with a t -  < .  9 9 aq. 
CAsE 1. nc > aq. Choose j 9 J '  with aq ~ aj. Then a~ + 2s >- ag. Choose 2s < k----- t with 
nc=a~+k(nm) .  Then ~(j, k)^ai+k=--O(n) holds in Z. 
CAS~ 2. nc < a~, is similar. 
CASE 3. [nc-ahl <-nm for some h e J. Then there exists j e J '  such that [nc-a~l <--t. Pick 
-t--< k~ t with nc = a~+ k. Then r k )^ aj+ k ~ O(n) holds in Z. 
CASE 4. Note case 3 and a h <7 nc "~ ah+~ for some h e J. Then there exists j 9 J '  such that 
[a# - ah[--< 2s. Pick 0 < k'<_ nm such that nc = ah + k'(nm), and put k = ah -- aj + k'. Then 
I k I ___ t and aj + k = ah + k' and so ~P (j, k) ^  aj + k -~ 0(n) holds in Z. 
Next, we treat the general case. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let 3xr  be as described above, let tp(j, k) result from ~ by replacing each 
atomic subformula n~x rr ai by niaj + nlk rl njal, if rt 9 (=, <, >), and by niaj + @k ----= njai( m~nj )
if r~ is the relation=-(m~). Let m, s be as in Lemma 2.5, let 
rl~ = H hi, 
ial' 
and let t~. = nj(2s+ n'm). Then 3xtp is equivalent in Z to 
V V [~(j,k)^aj+k--O(nj)]. 
j~J' - t i cket  I 
PROOF. Let 
n'= I-[ hi, a~ = (n'/ni)a,, ml = m,n'/n,, 
for ie  I, and let m'= n'm. Then each m't divides m'. Notice that n~x r~ a~ is equivalent to 
n'xr~a~ for he(=,  <, >), and n~x=-a~(m~) is equivalent o n 'x~ a~(ml). Let g,' result 
f rom ~ by replacing each atomic subformula by its equivalent of the form n'x r~ a~. Then 
s'= int(~') <-- n's = n'. int(~). So we may conclude with Lemma 2.5 that 3x~ is equivalent 
to ::lx~b', and this in turn to 
V V [ r  
j~zJ' t'~k'~t' 
where t' = 2n's + n'm' = n'(2s + m'). 
By definition of a~, a~ ~ 0(n'/nj);  so we may equivalently restrict he second disjunction 
to k'  of the form k'= k. n'/nj, where -t~---k-< t i. Dividing finally each of the atomic 
subformulas a'j+ k'rla~ of ~'(j ,  k') by n'/ninj, and each aj+k'-~ O(n') by n'/nj, we obtain 
the desired result. 
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Next, we estimate the size of the formula obtained in Lemma 2.6. For this purpose, 
we introduce the following complexity measures: 
atom(~)  = [I], the number of atomic formulas in q~; 
atom'(p)  = [I'[, the number of canonical representatives of atomic formulas in q~; 
coef(~o) =the maximal absolute value of all coefficients of variables in q~; 
rood(p)  =the absolute value of lcm(m~: ie  K') .  As before, we put 
int(~o) =the maximal absolute value of all coefficients of 1 in q~. 
Denote in Lemma 2.6 ~xr by ~o and the right hand side of the equivalence by 
r V ,/,~. 
j~J" 
Then we get: 
LEMMA 2.7 
atom'( r <_ atorn'( q~ ) + 1, 
atom'( ~o') <_ (2 atom'( ~ ) ) 2, 
coef( q/) <-- (2 coef( P ) ) 2, 
mod ( ~o') <_ rnod ( ~o ) 9 coef ( ~o ) ~"'~ 
int( q/) <- eoef( ~p ) " [2 int( p ) + mod ( ~o ) 9 coef( q~ ) (o~~ 
In eliminating one block of existential quantifiers of length b, one may interchange the 
existential quantifiers with the disjunctions arising from the applications of Lemma 2.6, 
in order to decrease the complexity of the resulting formulas. (This was observed in 
Reddy & Loveland, 1978.) Suppose, for example, we are given the formula 3y: lx$(x ,  y),  
where 0 is q.f. Suppose the elimination of the quantifier =Ix in the formula ::lxO(x, y), 
using Lemma 2.6, yields the disjunction V~ $i(y). Then 3y3x$(x ,y )  is equivalent to 
na m y(V~ $1(y)), and hence to V~=~ (Zly$~(y)). So we may apply Lemma 2.6 to each of 
the formulas 3y$~(y) instead of the formula 3y(V~ ~(y)). 
Using this device and Lemma 2.7, the complexity of the resulting formula ~' can be 
estimated by induction on b as follows: 
LEMMA 2.8 
atom'( ~o ') <- (2 atom'( ~o )) (2b), 
coef( ~P') < (2 coef( ~p ) ) (2b), 
mod ( ~o') <- rnod ( ~p ) . (2 coef ( 9 ) ) (~176 ? h 
int(6o')<- int(q3) 9 mod(q~). (2 coef(p))  IQ'~ )). 
Finally, after eliminating a quantifier blocks, we get: 
LEMMA 2.9 
atom'( ~') <<- (2 atom'( ~o )) ((2b)"), 
eoef  ( ~o') <--. (2 coef ( ~ ) ) (2h'), 
mod ( p') <- mod ( ~ ) 9 (2 coef( ~ ) ) < ~ ator~'(~)~,~h,,~ 
int( 6o ') ~ int( q~ ) 9 ( mod ( ~ ) ) 9 (2 coef( ~ ) )~2~'~ 
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Since 
atom(9')  <- atom'(~o') 92. int(~o'), and 
length( q~') <- atom( q~ ') 9 2. log int( p ') . log coef( ~o ') 9 f (  ~o ), 
where f(cp) is the number of free variables in ~o, we get: 
COROLLARY 2.10. There exists a positive constant c such that 
length (~ ') <-- exp [ ( c . length (~p )) cabs")], 
int(~') <-- exp[(c" length(~))r 
Since the running time of the q.e. procedure is polynomial in length(~o'), this proves 
Theorem 2.1. 
Theorem 2.2 is proved by induction on the number of quantifiers in q~. The case that 
q3 is q.f. is trivial. Let now ~o be the prenex sentence 3xt~(x) with at most a quantifier-blocks 
each of length at most b. By Theorem 2.1, r is equivalent to the quantifier-free formula 
@'(x), having x as the only variable. 
By Lemma 2.6, 3xr  is equivalent to 
V V [~'( j ,k)^a~+k=-O(nj)] .  
j~J '  - t i cket  I
Since aj is an integer, this is equivalent to 
V V ~/((aj+k)/nj) .  
j~J' - t i~k~t,  njlk+aj 
Plugging in the bounds in Lemma 2.9, we find that l(aj+k)/nj] is bounded by 4 int(~b'). 
We may now apply the induction assumption to each ~b((aj+k)/nj) to bound the 
quantifiers in these formulas. This proves Theorem 2.2. 
3. Eliminating One Non-linear Quantifier 
We consider now a new kind of quantifier-free formulas ~o(y) involving only one 
variable y, which may occur non-linearly, q~(y) is a propositional combination of atomic 
formulas of  the form t(y) r O, where r is one of the relations =, <, >, =-(m), and t(y) 
is a term of  the form 
p(y)  + cl [PI(Y)/ ql(Y)] + ' ' "  + cm [Pm(y)/ qm (Y)J, 
where ci are integers and p, pi, q~ are polynomials in y with integer coefficients. (We 
assume that all polynomials q(y) are presented in such a way that the degree d(q) of q 
is polynomial in the length l(q) of q. This is the case, for example, for the dense 
representation f q.) 
Our goal is to show the following theorem: 
THEOREM 3.1. There is a function ~--> s( ~ ) ~ N, defined on all q.f. formulas ~ in one variable 
y and computable in polynomial time such that 3y~(y)  is equivalent in the ordered ring Z 
of integers to 3y( -s (~)  < y < s(~) ^  ~(y)).  
The proof  follows well-known lines (comp. the article of Mignotte in Buehberger et 
al. (1982/3) and the arguments in Gurari & lbarra (1979). So it will suffice to provide an 
outline of arguments. 
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d i LEMMA 3.2. Let f(y)=~.~=ofsy be a polynomial of positive degree d in y with integer 
coefficients, and let k >- 1 be an integer. Then for any real number a with 
lal>-max{1, k. d. If, l/If~l: o~ i< d), 
(k-1) lk .  If,,I" lal~ <-If(a)l<-(k+ l)l k" If<~l" lal~; 
moreove~ 
f (a)  > 0 r 
The proof is similar to the proof of Cauchy's inequality in Buchberger et aL (1982/3). 
Applying Lemma 3.2 to the numerator and denominator fa rational function, we obtain: 
LEMMA 3.3. Let 
d d' 
f (Y)  = Y. f~Y', g(Y) = Z gjYJ 
i=0 j=o  
be the polynomials in y with integer coefficients of positive degrees d in d', respectively, and 
let k be an integer > 1. Then for any real number a with 
lal>-max{1, k.d.lf,]/Ifal, k'd"lgsl/lga.l:O<-i<d,O<-j<d'}, 
(k -1) l fd l .  lal ~-~ _ f (a)  (k+ 1)lfal' lal ~-~' 
moreove5 
f (a ) /g (a )  > 0 r fdad-d'/gd,> O. 
COROLLARY 3.4. Let f, g, k, a be as above, and assume in addition that d < d' and a is an 
integer with la I > (k+ 1)lfdl/Iga'l. Then 
1. lf(a)/g(a)l < 1/(k-  1). 
2. For any polynomial h(y) with integer coefficients, [h (a)+f (a) /g(a) ]  =h(a)  or 
[h(a)+ f (a) /g(a) J  = h(a ) -  1. 
Recall that polynomial division with remainder can be performed in polynomial time. 
Combining this fact with Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3 and Corollary 3.4 and an appropriate choice 
of the integers k, we get: 
LEMMA 3.5. There are functions t~s( t )eN,  t~P( t ) (y )  in Z[y] that are defined on all 
terms t = t(y) and computable inpolynomial time, such that for all integers a with lal-> s( t), 
1. t(a) = P(t)(a).  
2. For any relation 
re{=,  <, >}, t(a) rO r P(t)(sgn(a) . s(t))rO. 
COROLLARY 3.6. Let  t, s(t), P(t), a be as in 3.5, and let k, m be positive integers. Then 
t(a) =- k(m) r for some 1 <-j<- m, a ~ j (m)  and P ( t ) ( j )~  k(m). 
Theorem 3.1 is now an easy consequence of Lemma 3.5 and Corollary 3.6. It suffices 
to put s(~o) = 1 + max{s(t): t occurs in some atomic subformula of ~}+ max{m: m is the 
modulus of some congruence in ~0}. 
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4. Main Results 
Almost linear formulas arise by a combination of the formulas considered in sections 
2 and 3: Let q~(zt,.  9  Zk) be a formula of Presburger arithmetic with distinguished free 
variables z~, let y be a variable distinct from all variables occurring in ~o, and let 
t , (y ) , . . . ,  tk(y) be terms in y in the sense of  section 3. Let ~* = q~(tl, . . . ,  tk) result from 
~o by substituting t~(y) for zj. Then ~0" is an almost linear formula (a.1. formula) with 
non-l inear variable y. Further a.l. formulas p, tr are obtained from ~o* by quantifying 
over y, p = 3yq~*, cr = Vyq~*. Thus we may assume without restriction that the atomic 
subformulas of an a.1. formula ~b with non-linear variable y are of the form no + nlxl +" 9 9 + 
nkXk r t(y), where ni are integers, t(y) is a term in y in the sense of section 3, and r is 
one of the relations =, <,  >,  ~-(m). Almost linear arithmetic (ALA) is the set of all a.1. 
sentences true in the ordered ring Z of integers. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let q~ be a prenex a.1. sentence with at most a quantifier-blocks each of length 
at most b. For a constant c, let ~o '~ be the sentence resulting from q~ by replacing each quantifier 
3x, Vx in q~ by 
and 
[3x, length (x ) ~ length (~o )((~b)")] 
[V x, length(x) <- length ( ~o )(( ~b )~ 
respectively. Then there exists a positive constant c such that ~o" is equivalent to q~ in Z. 
The proof  is exactly the same as for Theorem 2.2, using Theorem 3.1 for the non-linear 
quantifier in ~0. 
COROLLARY 4.2. The decision problem for a.1. sentences in ALA in the Berman complexity 
class 
U STA(*, 2 c'', n), 
c>O 
and hence in 
LJ SPACE(2~"). 
e>O 
In particular, the decision problem for existential a.l. sentences in ALA is in NTIME(2C"). 
By Berman (1980), the decision problem for PrA is also complete in this class; con- 
sequently, the same applies to ALA. 
COROLLARY 4.3. The decision problem for prenex a. L sentences in ALA with a fixed bound 
on the number of quantifiers and at most a quantifier-blocks beginning with a block of 
existential (universal) quantifiers is in the class ~ (I]~,) of the polynomial time hierarchy. 
Notice that for a = 1 and unbounded number of quantifiers, Theorem 4.1 yields only 
a non-deterministic exponential time bound for the complexity of deciding existential 
ALA-sentences. Using the technique of yon zur Gathen & Sieveking (1978) and Gurari 
& Ibarra (1979), it is, however, possible to get an NPTIME bound for this case as well. 
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Reviewing the proofs of these results, we see that the essential fact used was the 
following; for the " r ight -hand side" t of any atomic formula no+ nlx~ +" 9 9 + nkxk r t(y) ,  
there are bounds s( t, m) for the solutions of  equat ions t(y) = m(m ~ Z), and the asymptot ic  
behaviour o f  t(y) is determined by the value of t(s(t, m)). The latter condi t ion is required 
only in order to handle inequalities. Let now PrA-  be Presburger ar i thmetic without order.  
Let T be a class of po lynomia ls  p(y l , . . . ,  Yk) with integer coefficients. Then,  we say 
T has effective equation bounds, if there exists a recursive funct ion s: N2~N,  such that  
for any p(y) in T, m c Z,  a~, . . . ,  ak ~ Z with p(a)  = m, la, I <- s( length(p),  m) for 1 -< i--< k. 
Let ALA (T) be the class of al l  sentences obta ined from PrA- - fo rmulas  q by subst i tut ing 
some pj(y) in T for free variables zj of ~p, and adding a b lock of  quantif iers 3y~ . . .  3yk 
or Vyl . . .  Vyk. Then we have the fol lowing result: 
THEOREM 4,4. Suppose T has effective equation bounds. Then the decision problem for  
ALA(  T) is recursively solvable. Upper complexity bounds can be obtained as in Theorem 
4.1 by combining the bound function s for T with the bounds for PrA in section 2. 
By the famous results of  Baker (1968), Theorem 4.4 is appl icable,  for example,  to the 
class T of i r reducible b inary forms p(y~, Y2). 
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